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Some years ago, Dennis B. Horne found himself visiting in the home of his stake patriarch, F.

Briton McConkie, who was working on a family history project about his father, Oscar. Dennis

inquired more about Oscar, and then spent an extraordinary hour listening to Briton recount

several faith-promoting reminiscences. Dennis left the house, thinking not of the stories he had

just heard, but of how much he yearned to develop a faith comparable to Oscar's. Although

Dennis doesn't remember the details of what he heard that night, he does remember how he

felt. In this volume, you will increase your comprehension of God's will and purposes for His

children through these faith-promoting and testimony-building accounts of righteous men

administering to and healing the sick. Expand your knowledge of the healing power that comes

only through the Holy Ghost, and see that miracles do happen, in Faith to Heal and to Be

Healed.

"Inspiring and instructive, this book explores the relation of faith, priesthood power, and healing

as manifestation of God's will. The tender mercies of the Lord upon those in need are

recounted through excerpts from the talks and writings of presiding brethren, LDS scholars,

and faithful members of the Church. The author very much accomplishes. -- John F. Hall,

Professor of Classical Languages and Ancient History "Brigham Young University" --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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EndorsementsInspiring and instructive, this book explores the relation of faith, priesthood

power, and healing as manifestation of the God’s will. The tender mercies of the Lord upon

those in need are recounted through excerpts from the talks and writings of presiding brethren,

LDS scholars, and faithful members of the church. The author very much accomplishes his

purpose of demonstrating that “to faithful disciples . . . miraculous matters are a regular, normal

part of life.” Increased understanding, inspiration, and faith will surely come to any reader of

this volume.—John F. Hall, Professor of Classical Languages and Ancient History, Brigham

Young UniversityOne of the distinguishing characteristics of the Lord’s restored Church is the

gift of healing. Dennis Horne has captured in this volume the breadth and depth of this

fundamental doctrine that has long been practiced in the Church, but has not been well-

understood. This book brings both understanding and comfort.—Lee Donaldson, former

Director of Training, LDS Church Human Resource Department
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IntroductionSome years ago, I found myself again visiting in the home of my stake patriarch, F.

Briton McConkie. Brit had served long and faithfully in the Church in stake, mission, and temple

presidencies, and to me he became a mentor and teacher. He is a brother of Elder Bruce R.

McConkie (a past member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles). At the time of this visit, I

was in the midst of writing a biography of Elder McConkie and had become somewhat familiar

with him, including glimpses into the life and profound faith of their father, Oscar W.

McConkie.As I entered Brit’s home, I noticed that he had spread photographs and other family

materials all over the tables and furniture in the dining and living rooms. Brit explained that he

was working on his family history and, with humble enthusiasm, started to point to and talk

about pictures of his father. Some of these were of Oscar standing among various Church

leaders, such as past members of the Quorum of the Twelve or First Presidency. Brit then

related several choice experiences from the life of his father wherein he had administered to

the sick or otherwise afflicted, and they were healed. I felt the confirming witness of the Spirit

as he spoke of those special events. Brit mentioned what a wonderful healing gift his father

possessed and how he had exercised it in behalf of so many over his lifetime.After spending an

extraordinary hour listening to these faith-promoting reminiscences, I left for home. At that

moment, I was on such a spiritual high that I felt almost as though I was floating over the

ground. I was not thinking to myself what a great man Oscar McConkie was; I was thinking how

much I now desired to develop within myself a similar depth of faith to that which he

possessed. I was learning that Oscar and his children were a family of faith and spirituality.My

friend Brit McConkie, who passed away in early 2008, had a gift that I have also associated

with President Harold B. Lee: the ability to share precious spiritual experiences, such as

miracles or promptings, and not sound like he was boasting or betraying a confidence. Maybe

that is because to such faithful disciples, these miraculous matters are a normal part of life; not

taking them for granted, but viewing them as the expected fruits of living close to the Lord.

While I have since forgotten most of the details of the stories I heard that evening, I have not

forgotten the feeling I then felt, nor the inner desire I gained to strengthen my own faith in

Christ. I have learned that such a yearning is often awakened in the hearts of believers who

hear of or read the spiritual experiences of faithful people (see Enos 1:3–4; Romans 10:17).Of

course, many members of the Church have not yet reached such a position of spiritual maturity

and may never do so while in this life—but that is no excuse for not striving to better ourselves

and improve our standing before God. Such is the attitude that faithful members should have if

they are to exercise faith to heal or be healed. “If a man has not faith enough to do one thing,”

taught the Prophet Joseph Smith, “he may have faith to do another: if he cannot remove a



mountain, he may heal the sick.”[1] “And they who have not faith to do these things, but believe

in me,” said the Lord, “have power to become my sons; and inasmuch as they break not my

laws thou shalt bear their infirmities” (D&C 42:52). If we have not yet had personal experience

with such miraculous things, that does not give us the excuse to ignore or undervalue them.

“For the things which some men esteem to be of great worth, both to the body and soul, others

set at naught and trample under their feet” (1 Nephi 19:7). It is likely that one day someone

they love or preside over in an ecclesiastical capacity will call upon them for a blessing and

expect them to be prepared and equal to the need. As President Henry B. Eyring expressed it:

“You go along on your own and then, suddenly, that’s not enough. Something dramatic may

happen, like having a friend or family member who needs a blessing.”[2]The Purpose and

Content of this BookThis volume is filled with faith-promoting and testimony-building accounts

of righteous men administering to and healing the sick—given here to teach doctrine, illustrate

principles, strengthen faith, and increase comprehension of God’s will and purposes for His

children.[3] In reaching upward toward this lofty but worthy goal it should also be understood by

everyone that many administrations are given where nothing happens; the sick are not healed

and no particular manifestation from the Holy Spirit is discerned. For this reason, attention

must be given to that outcome as well. I think that Latter-day Saints want to know—and should

know—why many worthy people are not healed.In preparing a book on the subject of faith and

healings, careful thought should be given to the word of the Lord as found in Doctrine and

Covenants 84:65–73, especially verse 73:And these signs shall follow them that believe. . . .In

my name they shall heal the sick;In my name they shall open the eyes of the blind, and unstop

the ears of the deaf;And the tongue of the dumb shall speak. . . .But a commandment I give

unto them, that they shall not boast themselves of these things, neither speak them before the

world; for these things are given unto you for your profit and for salvation.The matter of

boasting and speaking of miracles before the world should be appropriately considered. Elder

Dallin H. Oaks said:Although we are generally counseled not to speak of sacred things like the

miracles we have witnessed, there are times when the Spirit prompts us to share these

experiences, sometimes even in a setting where our account will be published. The miracles

written in the scriptures were obviously intended to be shared, usually to strengthen the faith of

those who already believed. Modern servants of the Lord have also felt impressed to describe

miraculous events to strengthen the faith of believers. Many of these have been published.

[4]As any student of the teachings of Church leaders knows, it is common for them to refer in

their sermons to their own personal experiences, those of their associates, and those of

regular members when teaching gospel principles, and this book follows this well-established

precedent.[5] Also, it seems unlikely that people of “the world”—the masses of mankind that

largely ignore and avoid spiritual things—would be interested in this subject.Sign SeekingIf

there are those who think to read this book in a search for signs to convince them to believe,

they will likely be disappointed. True conversion comes only by the power of the Holy Ghost.

Skeptics would not believe anyway, and could and probably would come up with some kind—

any kind—of substitute explanation for a miracle, to reassure their disbelief. Such things as

signs and wonders only make them angry (see 3 Nephi 7:17–20), and they have the father of

lies to help them create imaginative alternatives to the manifestations of God’s power among

men (see 3 Nephi 1:22).“Faith cometh not by signs, but signs follow those that believe” (D&C

63:9). Believers that read this book will find confirmation and enrichment of their faith. Those

who read in search of sensationalism that they “may consume it upon their lusts” (D&C 46:9)

will be left unsatisfied. People that are converted by signs usually don’t remain so for long,

unless they are also able to obtain a testimony by the scripturally prescribed method: asking



the Lord (see Alma 32:17–18 and Moroni 10:3–5). The Lord declared that “signs come by faith,

not by the will of men, nor as they please, but by the will of God” (D&C 63:10). Jesus identified

the sin of adultery with sign seekers (see Matthew 12:39; 16:4 and Mark 8:11–12).Sadly, some

have even left the Church and consequently lost the blessings it provides because of their

misunderstanding of the scriptures that speak of miracles and signs and wonders. Elder

McConkie explained:I have a letter on my desk. . . . It came to President [Joseph Fielding]

Smith and he sent it up to me to answer. It’s a very well written letter and this fellow is not in the

Church (but he once was) and he explains intelligently that the promise is that if you join the

Church you get the gift of the Holy Ghost and you’ll have power to do this and this [work

miracles, etc.]; and why is it that we don’t have the power to do it? Why is it we don’t exercise

this power?The reason we don’t exercise the power to the extent we ought to is because we

just don’t live the law; that’s all. If people do live the law fully, they will have the power and they

will get the witness.[6]You cannot live after the manner of the world and expect to be involved

with miracles. The revelations of the Lord insist on meeting conditions: “And neither at any time

hath any wrought miracles until after their faith; wherefore they first believed in the Son of

God” (Ether 12:18). Another scripture warns: “Dispute not because ye see not, for ye receive

no witness until after the trial of your faith” (Ether 12:6; see also Enos 1:7–8). Put another way:

“When we obtain any blessing from God, it is by obedience to that law upon which it is

predicated” (D&C 130:20–21).Two Kinds of Healing: Spiritual and PhysicalThis book focuses

on the miraculous healing of the physical body—a marvelous thing beyond expression, as

anyone so blessed will humbly attest. However, it should be kept in mind that as precious as

such healings are, there is another kind of healing that is even more important—spiritual

healing. President Harold B. Lee taught: “The greatest miracles I see today are not necessarily

the healing of sick bodies, but the . . . healing of sick souls, those who are sick in soul and spirit

and are downhearted and distraught, on the verge of nervous breakdowns. We are reaching

out to all such, because they are precious in the sight of the Lord, and we want no one to feel

that they are forgotten.”[7] Elder Robert D. Hales amplified this truth as he shared one of his

own learning experiences:Since we assembled in general conference last April, as many of

you know, I experienced my third heart attack, which necessitated bypass surgery. Because of

skilled doctors; a caring and well-trained medical staff; my wife, Mary, who is my patient, loving,

and constant caregiver; and the prayers offered by so many in my behalf, I have been blessed

with renewed health and strength. Thank you for your concern and for your prayers.My

message today is how to aid the healing process of the soul. It is a message to lead you and

me to the Great Healer, the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. It is a plan to read the scriptures,

pray, ponder, repent if necessary, and be healed with the peace and joy of His Spirit. May I

share my ponderings as I went through the healing process.While I was lying in my hospital

bed and for several weeks at home, my physical activity was severely restricted by intense pain

which disabled my weakened body, but I learned the joy of freeing my mind to ponder the

meaning of life and the eternities. Since my calendar was wiped clean of meetings, tasks, and

appointments, for a number of weeks I was able to turn my attention away from matters of

administration to matters of the eternities. The Lord has told us, “Let the solemnities of eternity

rest upon your minds” (D&C 43:34). I discovered that if I dwelled only upon my pain, it inhibited

the healing process. I found that pondering was a very important element in the healing

process for both soul and body. Pain brings you to a humility that allows you to ponder. It is an

experience I am grateful to have endured.I pondered deeply the purpose of pain and studied in

my mind what I could learn from my experience and began to comprehend pain a little better. I

learned that the physical pain and the healing of the body after major surgery are remarkably



similar to the spiritual pain and the healing of the soul in the process of repentance. “Therefore,

care not for the body, neither the life of the body; but care for the soul, and for the life of the

soul” (D&C 101:37).[8]Although this particular volume concentrates on the healing of the

physical body, it should not be forgotten that it is spiritual healing that prepares a person for

salvation and exaltation in the Kingdom of God. Jesus Christ is the source of spiritual healing,

just as he is of physical healing: “Behold, they will crucify him; and after he is laid in a

sepulchre for the space of three days he shall rise from the dead, with healing in his wings; and

all those who shall believe on his name shall be saved in the kingdom of God” (2 Nephi 25:13,

emphasis added; see also Malachi 4:2).Books and Blessing the SickThe question arises—can

you learn how to bless the sick from a book? It depends on what is meant by that question—

what it really means to lay hands on the sick and bless them with faith and by the power of the

holy priesthood.A book can and has been used to provide basic directions on how to

administer to the sick—to anoint with oil, to seal the anointing, and the few specified words that

should be said. President Thomas S. Monson recounted his own personal experience in this

regard:During the final phases of World War II, I turned eighteen and was ordained an elder—

one week before I departed for active duty with the Navy. A member of my ward bishopric was

at the train station to bid me farewell. Just before train time, he placed in my hand a book which

I hold before you tonight. Its title, the Missionary Handbook. I laughed and commented, “I’m not

going on a mission.” He answered, “Take it anyway. It may come in handy.”It did. During basic

training our company commander instructed us concerning how we might best pack our

clothing in a large sea bag. He advised, “If you have a hard, rectangular object you can place in

the bottom of the bag, your clothes will stay more firm.” I suddenly remembered just the right

rectangular object—the Missionary Handbook. Thus it served for twelve weeks.The night

preceding our Christmas leave our thoughts were, as always, on home. The barracks were

quiet. Suddenly I became aware that my buddy in the adjoining bunk—a Mormon boy, Leland

Merrill—was moaning with pain. I asked, “What’s the matter, Merrill?”He replied, “I’m sick. I’m

really sick.”I advised him to go to the base dispensary, but he answered knowingly that such a

course would prevent him from being home for Christmas.The hours lengthened; his groans

grew louder. Then, in desperation, he whispered, “Monson, Monson, aren’t you an elder?” I

acknowledged this to be so; whereupon he asked, “Give me a blessing.”I became very much

aware that I had never given a blessing. I had never received such a blessing; I had never

witnessed a blessing being given. My prayer to God was a plea for help. The answer came:

“Look in the bottom of the sea bag.” Thus, at 2 a.m. I emptied on the deck the contents of the

bag. I then took to the night-light that hard, rectangular object, the Missionary Handbook, and

read how one blesses the sick. With about sixty curious sailors looking on, I proceeded with the

blessing. Before I could stow my gear, Leland Merrill was sleeping like a child.The next

morning Merrill smilingly turned to me and said, “Monson, I’m glad you hold the priesthood.”

His gladness was only surpassed by my gratitude.[9]Technically then, a simple but genuine

blessing can be given by following the instructions in a book, and miraculous results may

indeed follow. But even so, does this mean that someone really knows how to bless the sick

with power and authority; to pronounce the blessing of the Lord upon the afflicted with

complete assurance that the words you are prompted to speak will come to pass? In this

broader sense, you cannot really learn to bless the sick from a book (and this one does not

attempt such instruction). Elder Bruce R. McConkie explained: “You don’t learn, for instance,

how to administer to the sick by reading it in a book. You can learn certain essentials about

administering to the sick, but the way you really learn in the Church about how to administer to

the sick is to go with the experienced elder or high priest or apostle who has been through the



mill and who knows how to do it; and you listen to him and you learn how it’s done.”[10] This

volume, then, is not a procedural manual meant to give directions on the basics of the

ordinance of administering to the sick; the Church already provides such instruction and

training in its priesthood programs and publications. Rather, its purpose is to explore and

examine the doctrine and principles associated with blessing the sick by sharing, and

comparing and contrasting the insights and understanding gleaned from the recorded accounts

and teachings of the faithful and experienced.Perhaps it could be thought of as a little

paradoxical that my work on this book—a book about exercising faith to heal and be healed—

was postponed for a time by the passing of my own sweet wife, Celia. Sometime before I

began to seriously pursue this project, she was diagnosed with cancer. During the years of her

struggle with the disease, I worked at it intermittently and found comfort and reason for deep

reflection in the various accounts I was assembling. I gained a greater personal appreciation of

the truth that while some good and faithful people are miraculously healed, others veritably are

“appointed unto death” (D&C 42:48). I occasionally read some of these recorded accounts to

my wife, and we discussed their meanings and implications. They had become much more

relevant to us than they might otherwise have been. We talked of the spirit world, of the sealing

power found in the holy temple where we were married, and of other sacred things dealing with

passing through the veil and the eternities.My Celia, a wonderful and Christlike woman of

strong faith, testimony, and charity toward others, was administered to on a number of

occasions over three years of difficult illness, but never received a promise of healing or life—

only that she would not be taken before her time. During the final weeks when that time came,

and its aftermath, I was blessed to know that it was the Lord’s will that she leave mortality and

pass on to a greater work on the other side. While this was not my will, still I knew that I must

be obedient to His will. Although this acceptance shook me to the center of my soul, I knew it

was right and that God was accomplishing His eternal purposes. This traumatic learning

experience also enabled me to write with greater personal understanding about obedience to

the will of God. Those saintly people that are not healed, but die, do not cease to exist, but live

on as spirit men and women in a much better place. The power of healing is here in mortality,

and is manifest where and when the Lord wills, and His children have faith in Him. This I

know.This book is not an official publication of the Church and the views, interpretations, and

conclusions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the

position of the Church.[11] It should also be understood that the spiritual experiences of

Church members do not determine the official doctrine of the Church.[12]Note on Bibliographic

Information, Source Citation, and Page NumbersAll bibliographic information and source

citation is given in the endnotes and therefore not in a separate bibliography. The Internet and

other searchable electronic databases have changed the way gospel information is found,

gathered, and read to an ever greater extent. This includes the way the Church stores and

disseminates the teachings of its leaders. Electronically published talks often have either no or

different pagination than the same talk in its printed version. This has rendered the normal use

of pagination for many sources used in this book largely useless. The Church’s information

resources are moving in digital directions more and more. It is assumed that many readers

wishing to locate a source citation, or the full text of an address given by a Church leader that

is quoted or referenced herein, will turn to the Internet or some other digital gospel library,

before traveling to a traditional library or bookstore. Therefore, page numbers are not given for

a number of sources cited. This is also the case for those sources used herein that are original

typescripts made by the author from audio recordings of lectures or talks. Every effort has

been made to ensure that these transcripts convey the original meaning and sense of the



speaker.NotesJoseph Smith, History of the Church, ed., B. H. Roberts, 7 Vols. (Salt Lake City:

Deseret Book, 1950) 5:355.[return]Henry B. Eyring, “Waiting Upon the Lord,” BYU Speeches,

30 Sept. 1990.[return]My intent has not been to simply assemble in print a large collection of

miraculous accounts of healings. Those I have selected were chosen with care for specific

illustrative, teaching, and comforting purposes. While reviewing the published writings of others

on this subject, I was interested to find that one author of an article on miracles noted that his

research in available sources had yielded over 3,600 accounts of miracles since the

organization of the Church (see Donald Q. Cannon, “Miracles: Meridian and Modern,” in Lord of

the Gospels: The 1990 Sperry Symposium on the New Testament, Bruce A. Van Orden and

Brent L. Top, eds. [Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1991], 27). President Spencer W. Kimball

expressed this thought: “Today the libraries would bulge their walls if all the miracles of our own

time were recorded.” (President Kimball Speaks Out [Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1981], 85.)

[return]“Miracles,” Church Educational System Fireside Address, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 7

May 2000; see also Ensign, June 2001, 6.[return]Some excellent volumes brimming with faith-

promoting accounts, such as those found in this book, are: Matthew Cowley Speaks:

Discourses of Elder Matthew Cowley (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1954); Thomas S.

Monson, Inspiring Experiences that Build Faith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994); Eric B.

Shumway, Tongan Saints: Legacy of Faith (Laie, Hawaii: Institute for Polynesian Studies and

The Polynesian Cultural Center, BYU-Hawaii, 1991); John H. Groberg, In the Eye of the Storm

(Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1993); and Donald Q. Cannon, “Miracles: Meridian and Modern,” in

Lord of the Gospels: The 1990 Sperry Symposium on the New Testament, Bruce A. Van Orden

and Brent L. Top, eds. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1991), ch. 3.[return]“Teach by the Spirit,”

University of Utah Institute Lecture transcript (unpublished), May 20, 1968; emphasis added.

President Joseph Fielding Smith explained the same fundamental principle on a broader basis.

“I remember one man when I was in the mission field, who said: ‘When I was confirmed they

promised me that I would have the guidance of the Holy Ghost. I never had it.’ Alright we have

thousands of members of the Church who have never had that guidance. Who are we to

blame? Are we to say the promise of the Lord has failed? No! That spirit will not dwell in

unclean tabernacles. It will not dwell with people who are not trying to be holy—that is keep

themselves clean. It will not be with those who are rebellious. It will not be with those who

teach false doctrine and glory in it. They can’t have this guidance. But if a man is humble and

true and faithful in keeping the commandments of the Lord in his prayers and trying to draw

nearer to God day by day, he’ll have the guidance of that spirit and he’ll know the truth.” (“The

Fundamentals of the Gospel,” Address given to Brigham Young University Religion Faculty,

August 25, 1954, 8; see also Ether 12:6–22.)[return]Ensign, Jul. 1973, 123. See also James E.

Faust, “Spiritual Healing,” Ensign, May 1992, 6.[return]Robert D. Hales, Conference Report,

Oct. 1998, 15-16. Elder Spencer W. Kimball wrote: “When we think of miracles, most of us think

of healings under the power of the priesthood. But there is another, even greater miracle—the

miracle of forgiveness.” (The Miracle of Forgiveness [Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1969], 361).

See also Gordon B. Hinckley, Faith: The Essence of True Religion (Salt Lake City: Deseret

Book, 1989), 28–35.[return]In Conference Report, Apr. 1979, 53–54.[return]“Acts,” University of

Utah Institute Lecture transcript, 8 January 1968.[return]For further discussion of the use of

disclaimers in church books, see Dennis B. Horne, Determining Doctrine (Roy Utah: Eborn

Books, 2005), 27–30.[return]“I must point out that individual spiritual experiences of Church

members do not determine Church doctrine.” (M. Russell Ballard, Suicide: Some Things We

Know, and Some We Do Not [Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1993], 35–36.) Most of the

thousands of talks, sermons, discourses, and addresses of all kinds, from general conference



to Church Educational System addresses, BYU Firesides, and stake conferences, given by the
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